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How to Pray with Boldness, Authority, and Supernatural PowerIn a world full of desperate need, we
turn expectantly to prayer, hoping to witness the realities promised in Scripture. Most of us,
however, seldom see the results we hope for. Why don't our prayers make more of a
difference?Beginning with her own experiences of breakthrough, Jennifer Eivaz offers much-needed
direction and the biblical context for prayer that does make a difference--explaining the intervention
of angels and demons, prophetic manifestations, and much more. She helps believers take hold of
their authority and spiritual giftings and use them in the battle for victory. The Kingdom principles
and study questions will help every believer navigate the spiritual realm of prayer by using the tools
that make it truly effective.
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As a senior pastor, I am always trying to find ways to teach biblical principles in humorous or
exciting manners. Prayer is such a basic principle, however the mind of the believer has yet to truly
grasp intercession, the power that it produces, and the change it invokes. Jennifer Eivaz has
realized this truth, and penned the "how-to's" and "why's" in such a challenging, yet relatable
way.After reading it with my wife, we ordered 10 more for our ministry's core leadership, and also to
use as a real-life based curriculum to teach intercession. My congregation here in Southern Oregon
is thankful for Jennifer Eivaz and the Intercessor's Handbook.

This is the book of its kind that I've ever read, and much needed in the church today. Jennifer gives
real life examples of her interaction with the spiritual world. What a blessing to glean from her. She

talks about our spiritual authority, territorial spirits, angels and more. And every chapter ends with
bullet point prayer principles. I would recommend this book to every Intercessor, or anyone wanting
to know more about the unseen spiritual world.

This book is essential reading for anyone who desires a deeper understanding of how to open
heaven through prayer. Spiritual warfare is a part of our Christian walk, but through our authority in
prayer, we are not subject to worldly obstacles. Do you want to know how/how not to pray? Do you
want to know how to effectively pray for our city, state, nation, and world? Do you want to see God
move in seemingly impossible situations? Jennifer Eivaz shares accounts of God's incredible
speaking to His children in prayer. I've already read this book twice and I am seeking to open
heaven on my city through prayer.

Let Your kingdom come, let your will be done on earth as it is in Heaven, how many of you have
prayed this prayer? & haven't seen His will be done in your lives? I went thru it.! Reading The
Intercessors handbook has ignited a new fire of desire to pray. The stories & real life situations that
Jennifer Eivaz & her prayer life has caused me to " SEE" prayer in a different & exciting new way.
Before I go anywhere I pray & release Angels to go with me & I have actually felt them settle on my
car, and believe me you will feel them. I have had many of answered prayer because of the
instructions & teachings in this book. If you are lacking a fire to pray & that desire is only but a flicker
my suggestion to you is buy this book & get a jump start on your heart, this book is like a defibrillator
that will send electriclal voltage of the Spirit of God right thru you & will ignite & start a fresh new fire
& you "Will SEE" what I mean.. It works..! I'm excited. Try & read it & see God do extraordinary
things in all areas of your life.. I'm a living testimonial proof.. I highly recommend this book, it's a
book you will go back and refresh yourself with.. Jennie Galvan

The Intercessor's Handbook is an incredible read! So appropriate for the timing of today and the
move of God that we are living in. There is a grace and empowerment that accompanies this book
to put you in your place of prayer. The testimonies and real life victories in prayer and intercession
that Jennifer has shared in her book are encouraging and hopeful. The Intercessor's Handbook is a
training manual to equip the army of God for the unprecedented revival that He is continuing to
release. With this book comes the keys to prayer that all believers in Christ should have on hand. In
one day I read this book cover to cover, I could not put it down. It's the kind of book you want to give
to everyone you know. I could not recommend it more!"Show me an Intercessor, and I'll show you a

friend of God." - Jennifer Eivaz

Jennifer Eivaz's writing style is clear and easy to understand. This book is worth the money and the
time it takes to read it! It gives personal examples from her ministry, both inside her church and
speaking engagements. It's so easy to read, but she also delivers very gently those chewy bits of
wisdom, those things that you find yourself thinking about throughout the week and also go to your
Bible to study! This would be a really good resource for people of any reading age.

If you are a student of prayer- you need this book. If you have a school of ministry- you need this
book. If you have an internship program- you need this book. Jennifer Eivaz delivers a practical,
hands-on tool to equip the body of Christ and advance them into spiritual maturity. Filled with
personal testimonies, scriptural backing and adventures of the super natural; you will find it is hard
not to read from cover to cover. I highly recommend The Intercessor's Handbook.

This is a "can't put down" book!! I've read it twice and I'm still gleaning spiritual truths from it.
Jennifer Eivaz has written a timely book that equips the body of Christ to take back territories, cities
and nations. Her personal stories speak to your heart and help you navigate the spiritual realm
through prayer. I highly recommend this book.
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